ACTIVITY SHEET

An Artful Nature Walk
Can you FIND all these colours on your walk?
Write down what you matched on the colour swatch.
Perhaps take a photo too!

MAKE a rubbing of the roughest bark or surface that you can find:

What’s the smoothest surface that you can SEE?

LOOK for an interesting leaf shape or pattern and draw a picture here:

LISTEN closely, list all the sounds that you can hear:
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Can you SPOT any animals? What are they?

Can you

FIND any insects? How many different types?

DRAW a picture of one!
Remember to give them space and
be careful not to disturb their homes.

CAN you find something starting with the letter M?
FIND the tallest tree, can you guess how tall it is? ….
HOW many different types of flowers can you find? Make a Tally:
DRAW your favourite flower below, look carefully at the number of petals it has and what shape they are :

At the end of the walk have a THINK about these questions:

A SUGGESTION:

WHERE did you go?
WHAT was the most interesting thing that you saw?
WHAT was the best thing about your walk?

Next time when you go out on a walk
somewhere different, take another blank
copy of this sheet with you and compare
answers when you get home!
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